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Accuracy promotes Laura Cózar from the Madrid office to partner 

 

 
Madrid, 26 June 2018 

Accuracy, a leading trusted business advisory firm, has strengthened its team with the 
promotion of infrastructure and energy expert Laura Cózar as a new partner in Spain. 
 
 
 

 
 
Laura Cózar, who currently leads the infrastructure and energy practice at Accuracy, has more 
than 15 years’ experience in advising clients on complex large-scale projects in the sectors of 
transport, water and energy infrastructure.  
She is currently an advisor to banks, investment funds, corporations and governments on 
infrastructure projects developed under PPP (Public Private Partnership) schemes. Laura also 
acts regularly as an independent expert in damage quantification in the context of both 

commercial and investment-related international arbitrations. 
 
She will be in charge of leading Accuracy’s strategic development in Latin America, a region in which she has 10 
years’ experience. Laura Cózar has taken part in emblematic projects such as the Lima metro and has advised 
clients such as the Uruguay Finance Ministry and United Nations in Nicaragua, as well as Canadian and British 
infrastructure funds in transactions in Chile, Mexico or Costa Rica. 
 
Cózar, who holds a Master’s degree in Civil Engineering from Universidad Alfonso X el Sabio and an MBA from 
ESIC Business School, joined Accuracy three years ago in London and has been based in Madrid for the past 
two years.  
She has participated in over 50 projects in more than 20 countries on all continents, with investments over €6 
billion. 
 
According to Eduard Saura, managing partner of Accuracy Spain, “we are very proud to announce the promotion 
of Laura Cózar as a new Accuracy partner. Her wide-ranging experience in infrastructure and energy will reinforce 
our firm’s positioning in two key sectors that are key contributors to the global economic growth. In particular, she 
will be the driving force behind our advisory services in PPP (public-private partnerships), a rising model around 
the world that has bounced back in Spain after years of inaction as a result of the announcement in July 2017 of 
the Road Infrastructure Investment Plan”. 
 

 

 
About Accuracy 
Accuracy is a wholly independent international consulting firm providing advice to company management and 
shareholders for their strategic or critical decisions, notably in transactions, disputes and crises. 
Accuracy’s strength is to connect strategy, facts and figures. Our teams are international and multicultural, 
combining various skills to provide bespoke services to our clients. We recruit our consultants from the best.  
Accuracy is present in 14 countries in Europe, North America, Asia, Middle East and Africa and leads 
engagements all over the world. 
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